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INTRODUCTION 

Cointranslate (CT) is a groundbreaking crypto project that redefines the concept of coin utility by 

introducing a unique staking mechanism and community rewards system.  

Leveraging blockchain technology, CT provides users with seamless staking opportunities and direct 

cryptocurrency exchanges while bridging the gap between coins and real-world applications.  

This white paper outlines CT's innovative approach, addressing challenges faced by traditional coins and 

highlighting its potential impact. 

 

COINTRANSLATE FINANCIAL FREEDOM  

CT seeks to endow coins with intrinsic value and practical functionality through its innovative staking 

mechanism and reward system by introducing unique transactional features.  

CT aims to facilitate the seamless integration of coins into real-world use cases, ensuring transparency and 

security, leveraging blockchain technology. 

Users have the opportunity to earn passively through occasional community growth contests, airdrops, 

charities, and rewards. 

CT guarantees transparency, security, and immutability throughout every transaction, enhancing user trust 

and confidence. 

 

COINTRANSLATE FEATURES 

Staking Mechanism: CT allows users to stake their coins and earn rewards based on their level of 

participation and engagement within the community. 



Reward System: CT incentivizes active community members through a points-based reward system, 

fostering a vibrant and engaged user base. 

Direct Cryptocurrency Exchanges: Users can access direct cryptocurrency exchanges on the CT platform, 

providing them with convenient and efficient trading opportunities. 

Unique Transactional Features: CT introduces unique transactional features that bridge the gap between 

coins and real-world applications, enhancing their utility and value. 

Technical Overview: CT operates on a blockchain-based platform, ensuring transparency, security, and 

immutability throughout every transaction. Smart contracts govern the staking and reward mechanisms, 

providing users with a trustless and decentralized ecosystem. 

 

UTILITY 

Auto Commission: Holders will automatically earn a certain amount of CT for every transaction that occurs 

within the ecosystem, this mechanism is designed to reduce the overall supply and contribute to the price 

appreciation over time. 

Cointranslate Tax: There is a 5% tax fee on buys and a 5% tax fee on sells (zero fee on transfers) these fees 

are intended to support the development and marketing efforts, contributing to the establishment of a 

robust ecosystem. 

High-Tech Security Protection: All transactions within the Cointranslate ecosystem are safeguarded by 

advanced blockchain-based security on Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20), This ensures the security of 

transactions and trading transparency, providing a high level of protection for all users. 

Minimization Of Risk: Cointranslate incorporates an Anti-whale bot within its system to reduce the risk of 

losing your entire deposit. In the event of market fluctuations, our treasury vault works to stabilize the 

value of CT. 

 

TOKENOMICS 

✓ Max Total Supply: 100,000,000CT (100million) 

✓ Launchpad/ICO: 15,000,000CT (15million) 

✓ Community Rewards Airdrop: 7,500,000CT (7.5million) 

✓ Charity And Global Rewards: 7,500,000CT (7.5million) 

✓ Total Circulating Supply: 70,000,000CT (70million) 

✓ Total Liquidity Pool Locked: 70,000,000CT (70million) 10 Years Locked 

✓ Zero Team Wallet (No Hidden Coin) 

✓ Zero Transfer fee (Free Transfer of Coin) 

✓ Buy Tax 5% 

✓ Sell Tax 5% 

 

STAKING AND SWAPS TECHNOLOGY 

Cointranslate aims to revolutionize the cryptocurrency market by providing a platform that allows users to 

stake their coins and earn rewards in return. 



Staking is a process where users hold their coins in a wallet for a certain period of time to support the 

network and validate transactions. In return, users receive additional coins as a reward for their 

contribution. 

According to the outlined roadmap, Cointranslate is set to introduce cutting-edge swap technology that will 

empower users to effortlessly trade their coins for alternative cryptocurrencies or tokens directly within the 

platform. This innovative feature is designed to furnish users with enhanced flexibility and convenience in 

the management of their digital assets. 

 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Cointranslate values community engagement and actively includes its holders in decision-making through 

decentralized governance, this approach allows holders to influence the project's direction, promoting a democratic 

and inclusive ecosystem. 

Cointranslate nurtures a lively community by providing regular updates, hosting entertaining and competitive events, 

and fostering a supportive environment for holders to succeed. 

 

CT ROADMAP 

Creation Phase 

o Website creation 

o Establish a team of experienced developers and blockchain experts to work on the project. 

o Telegram release 

o Whitepaper release 

o Twitter release 

o Coin creation BSC 

Launch Phase 

o Cointranslate official launch 

o Cointranslate Airdrop/private sale 

o Implement the points-based system for rewarding active community members 

o Liquidity lock session (10 years) 

o Create a secure and user-friendly platform for staking and swaps transactions 

o Social media marketing 

o Shilling and announcement on different crypto platforms 

o Audit Report 

o Publication/Staking Phase 
o Marketing 

o Promote the project to attract users and build a strong community 

o Cointranslate Staking platform 

o Global Recognition (V1) 

o New partnership with business owners in crypto space 

o Expand the range of supported Cryptocurrencies for staking and swaps 

o Cointranslate community giveaway and donations 

o Provide support and assistance to users for a smooth onboarding process. 

Upgrade/Growth Phase  

o Mega marketing and publicity on different crypto platforms 

o Continuously update and improve the platform based on user feedback and market trends 



o Website upgrade 

o Listing on all centralized exchanges 

o Developing Cointranslate centralized coin application  

o Renowned ownership 

o Brands to adopt Cointranslate for Payment Across multiple blockchains 

o Future-proof roadmap coming soon. 

 

PARTNERSHIP AND ASPIRATIONS 

Cointranslate actively pursues strategic partnerships with industry leaders and businesses that share its vision to 

enhance its offerings, these collaborations are intended to broaden Cointranslate's reach and create new 

opportunities for holders. 

Cointranslate aspiration includes ambitious initiatives like building its own blockchain network and getting listed on 

major centralized exchanges, among other exciting plans. 

 

SUMMARY 

Cointranslate (CT) represents a paradigm shift in the crypto sphere, offering a unique solution to the challenges faced 

by traditional coins.  

By redefining coin utility and bridging the gap between coins and real-world applications, CT aims to unlock new 

opportunities for users and drive widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies.  

With its innovative approach and commitment to transparency and security, CT is poised to revolutionize the way we 

perceive and utilize digital assets. 


